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In Isolated States , Anne Kellas's poetry expresses a direct and often intricate relationship between the
political and the personal, with various senses of 'isolation' functioning as motifs throughout the entire

volume. In fact,Isolated States sets out to traverse a very difficult and varied poetic terrain. On the one
hand, many of the poems in the first half of this volume enunciate, with varying degrees of success,
particularly distressed and fragmented forms of subjectivity which are often reminiscent of the poetry of
Sylvia Plath, and which evidently conform with the author's interest in "how things slide out of place"
('Lucy England poems', p.4). At the same time, Kellas's voice also resonates a deep unity, sanity and
sense of purpose in overtly political poems about South Africa, the poet's former homeland which she
fled during the mid 1980's, settling in Tasmania.

The underlying subtext of this apparent movement from fragmentation to wholeness, from crisis to calm,
and from flight to stasis, is most neatly expressed in the following passage from 'Reeling out the Blue
Oyster tape'(p.34):

I need muscles, I need strength, I need bone, so I can cling to my rock and grow hard, and grow thin
layers of ridges round that pain, and spin a pearl inside of beauty, become that thing within, which bears
no mark of branding by the world.

Poetry, for Kellas, is the medium in which those protective ridges, those accumulated experiences and
defences, become song. But the pearl (or poem) which arises from such experiences can never
encapsulate an isolated world of perfection. The poem's desire to escape from the conditions that give
rise to it serves only to confirm its situatedness in a world which often brands and batters its inhabitants.
Rather than transcending the difficulties of their material, personal and political conditions, Kellas's
poems seem to have arisen from the poet's very exposure to external pressures, whether they be
'personal' or strictly 'subjective', political (flowing directly and unmistakably from the Apartheid regime in
South Africa), or geographical (expressive of the sense of isolation which accompanies diaspora). In all of
these cases, poetry functions as a kind of protective shell, encasing the poetic voice ('that thing within')
in memories of pain and loss, but also preparing it for future traumas through the wisdom which comes
from suffering and survival. Hence, Kellas's opening poetic statement in her 'Preface' to this volume:

O shield me from the atomic ray,
from the nitrogen blast,
from the concrete bunker agony.
Take my song and make it sing.

Notwithstanding the risk of making a rather sweeping generalisation regarding the contents of Isolated

States -the volume contains some seventy poems, many of which are quite long and detailed - I wish to
suggest that the general trajectory of Kellas's book moves from states of isolation, despair and
psychological trauma in the earlier poems, to a more stable, reflective voice in its latter stages. The
subject's desire for personal isolation from external sources of trauma is rendered with particular force in
earlier poems like 'As this rain comes sadly' (pp. 35-36) and 'From the glass bubble' (p.46), and even
when Kellas writes in the third person - as in section II of 'Fire poems' (pp. 21-26) - her point is usually to
depict characters who exist on the verge of mental collapse.

In representing such borderline states of consciousness, Kellas sometimes runs the risk of isolating
readers from her work. Even when one keeps in mind William Carlos Williams's remark: "Don't
understand the modern poem…just let it explode in your face", the denser, wordier, stream-
of-consciousness sections of pieces like 'The gunship hat poems'(pp.14-18) and 'In the poetry
factory'(p.20) are perhaps still a little too opaque, at least for this reader. But such instances are rare



exceptions in a volume which seems, for the most part, to be aware of the formal difficulties in making
altered states of mind accessible and meaningful to readers. An emblematic example of such difficulties
is consciously highlighted by Kellas herself in the following short passage which appears in 'From the
glass bubble'(p.46), in which the author writes:

My broken penline is thin.
It has starved images of flesh.
It has caught down deep
on its own fishline.
It is unkempt.

The image presented here is one in which the poetic voice has become so isolated, entangled and
attenuated, that communication threatens to break down completely: the poet's line appears likely either
to sever itself or to remain submerged in the depths of emotion, making any meaningful form of
representation impossible. Here we should remember that Kellas's ability to depict this state with such
precision also announces the ability of her poetics to transcend it. In this way, she achieves, in miniature,
something not unlike the process referred to as 'depersonalization' by T.S. Eliot in his famous (and
probably, in the present critical climate, extremely unfashionable) essay of 1920, 'Tradition and the
Individual Talent'. When Eliot writes "the more perfect the artist, the more completely separate in him will
be the man who suffers and the mind which creates" and later, "poetry is not a turning loose of emotion,
but an escape from emotion", he does not suggest that poetry should or can be devoid of emotion and
suffering. Rather, he intimates that the very point of poetry is to overcome the isolation of the suffering
mind by making its experiences accessible and meaningful to others, thereby bringing about a dialogue
between the poem and the tradition in which it occurs.

The better poems in Isolated States achieve this aim, either through the skilful deployment of metaphor
(as is the case in 'From the glass bubble', quoted above) or by contrasting the author's own emotions
with those of others, often within the political context of South Africa. One such poem is 'No.5, 17th
Street, 1994' (pp.70-71), in which the author imagines the situation of a white South African woman living
in Johannesburg, when her hitherto pristine and protected suburb is occupied by homeless members of
that city's black population. This woman exists in a world

Where one tin can, up-ended, is a seat
for a patriarch to gather round him stray groups of men
who've scattered from the hills to towns
to someone else's pavement…

Here Kellas depicts a situation of universal isolation: a nation where many people live, but where no one
seems to be at home. Although factual statements following poems can sometimes seem forced and
clumsy, in the case of 'No. 5, 17th Street, 1994', Kellas's note informing the reader that in 1996 around
two million homeless people were estimated to occupy empty skyscrapers in central Johannesburg is
apposite and timely.

Kellas has written elsewhere of the aesthetic dilemmas faced by South African writers,* perhaps the
greatest of which is the following: To what does the South African writer owe his/her primary
responsibility? To society, or to art? At times Kellas understandably seems over-burdened by her sense
of responsibility towards her homeland, and this sometimes leads to a forced preachiness of tone in
overtly political pieces like 'Johannesburg poems' (pp. 58-63). 'Flying away' (pp. 68-69), by contrast, is a
first-person narrative poem which communicates the chaos and terror of the final stages of the Apartheid
regime with great power.

Of interest in the concluding stages of Isolated States is the handful of poems that Kellas has written
about her adopted home: Tasmania.'Tasman Pensinsula' (p.81), in particular, is a dark, brooding, coastal
poem which recalls Gwen Harwood's 'The Sea Anemones'. But perhaps the best poem in this volume is
one of its shortest. Written by an ex-pat South African, the concluding lines of 'Landscape with tree'
(p.84) remind us that Australian landscape painters (and poets) also bear a heavy sense of responsibility
to the darker sides of their nation's history, a history which sometimes speaks more poignantly through
artistic absences, omissions and denials that it does through inclusions:

Fred Williams was right:
one stick plus one stick



signifies the lost plenty.

Isolated States deserves to be read on the strength of this poem alone.

* Kellas's article 'The State of Writing in South Africa' can be found at the following website: www.the-
write-stuff.com.au


